EXPO CHICAGO 2016 ANNOUNCES ROSTER FOR SPECIAL PROJECTS SECTORS
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Expo Chicago, that city's annual contemporary art fair, announced the list of participants for its 2016 editions of In/Situ, In/Situ Outside, and Expo Projects. These sectors of the fair feature large-scale installations, and will be placed both at the fair and around Chicago. Expo Chicago opens September 22.

This year's slate of In/Situ programming—_which is curated by Diana Nawi, an associate curator at the Perez Art Museum Miami—is called "A Break in the Code," and draws its works from the 145 galleries selected to participate in Expo Chicago. The bulk of the work will be installed at the fair's main space at the Navy Pier's Festival Hall, often hanging from the ceiling.

"A Break in the Code" uncovers the underlying structures that order and shape the world around us," Nawi said in a press release. "This program examines and intervenes into the codes and forms used to demarcate our everyday life, by appropriating or interrupting common gestures and modes of communication, capitalizing on and redeploying systems of power and exchange, and imbuing quotidian experiences with the poetic."

In addition to In/Situ, there is also In/Situ Outside, which breaks out from the Navy Yard to scatter work all over the city. Nawi has selected works to display, and the fair has also teamed up with the City of Chicago to unleash "Override | A Billboard Project," which will place 28 digital billboards through the city. The press release called it an "unprecedented citywide public art initiative" for the Second City. Who's doing billboards? Alex Bag, Sanford Biggers, Rashid Johnson, Joyce Pensato, and Maurizio Cattelan's wacky Toiletpaper design firm, they're all doing billboards!

And then Expo Projects features large-scale works around the pier, selected by Expo Chicago. Plus: works that the Chicago Parks District have already placed around the city. Just a lot of projects going down in Chicago. A full list is below.

In/Situ Outside

- Afruz Amighi | _Far from God_ (2014), Leila Heller Gallery
- Daniel Buren | _Attrape-soleil_ (2013), Bortolami
- Mark di Suvero | _Magma_ (2008) and _Destino_ (2003), Paula Cooper Gallery
- Ewerdt Hilgemann | _Habakuk (homage to Max Ernst_ (2014), BORZO Gallery and The Mayor Gallery